Gill and Rees-Clark benefit from mistakes
World Championships
Four new short distance marathon world champions were
crowned on a dramatic opening day of racing at the world
championships in Ponte de Lima, Portugal.
Four time canoe sprint world champion Fernando Pimenta
took first blood in his highly anticipated duel with world
marathon champion Mads Pedersen while reigning world champions
Vanda Kiszli and Liudmyla Babak made big mistakes which cost them
their titles.
Portugal’s Pimenta, a two time canoe sprint Olympic medallist
returning to marathon racing for the first time in a decade and racing
on the water where he grew up, was involved in a titanic struggle with
Denmark’s Pedersen which came down to a sprint finish.
‘Now I’m dreaming. I think its not true, to be winning a world title
in my home town,’ Pimenta said.
‘It’s an amazing moment in my life, to see this bridge full of so
many people. I want to hear the Portuguese anthem and to see that
Portuguese flag flying.’
Pedersen took the silver and would take on Pimenta again in the long
distance final at the weekend. Spain’s Ivan Alonso outsprinted South
African marathon legend Hank McGregor for the bronze.
Vanda Kiszli has dominated women’s kayak canoe marathon since
2018 but a big mistake on the first portage cost her a podium finish as
she chased a third consecutive short marathon world title.
Sweden’s Melina Andersson was the major beneficiary of Kiszli’s
mistake, capitalizing on a fast start to lead all the way to win her first
world title.
‘I was planning to go as fast as I can and to make it as hard as I could
for everyone else and I think it worked,’ Andersson said.
‘I’ve finally found the equipment I like, which was a big help.’
Spain’s Estefania Fernandez took second with Great Britain’s
Samantha Rees-Clark taking bronze. Kiszli finished fourth.
Great Britain’s Bethany Gill broke through for her first world title,
winning the women’s C1 short course gold after prerace favourite
Liudmyla Babak of Ukraine sensationally took a wrong turn on the 3.4
kilometre course.
The 25 year old Babak, who has not been beaten at world or
European marathon titles since 2017, went the wrong way after leaving
the first portage and had progressed 200 metres before she realized her
mistake.
Her error opened the door for Gill, who took control of the race
and held off the fast finishing Hungarian Zsofia Kisban and Portuguese
junior, Beatriz Fernandes, who added a senior bronze to the junior long
course gold medal she won earlier on Thursday.
‘She’s phenomenally experienced so I was really surprised (about
Babak),’ Gill said.
‘I had gone through the race so many times in my mind so I just
needed to keep to my race plan.’
Babak worked her way through the field to eventually finish fourth.
It was a Spanish quinella in the men’s C1 with Diego Romero
outpacing Jaime Duro to regain the gold medal he won at the 2019
world championships. Romero finished fifth in 2021 and was happy to
be back on top of the podium.
‘We just started so fast and then on the last lap we worked together
to make sure we put plenty of distance on the rest of the field,’ Romero
said.
Poland’s Mateusz Kaminski took the bronze.
Melina Andersson picked up her second gold medal in two days on
Friday as she aimed to become the first to win four medals at a single
event in Portugal.
South Africa’s Hamish Lovemore triumphed in an epic men’s U23
K1 final which culminated in a gripping sprint for the finish line at the
scenic course.
Andersson added the women’s U23 title to the short distance

marathon gold she won on Thursday and still had the senior
K1 and K2 long distance races to come at the weekend.
Other winners on Friday were Jaime Duro in the men’s
U23 C1, Hungary’s Kinga Molnar and Hanna Jozsa in the K2
junior women and Hungary’s Zsombor Szegi and Peter Soltesz
in the C2 juniors.
Anderrson asserted her dominance over the U23 field by the first
portage of the 26.2 kilometre race and continued to put distance
between herself and Hungarian Panna Csepe and South Africa’s
Christie Mackenzie, who spent the rest of the race fighting for the silver.
‘I just wanted to test the other girls to see if they would keep with
me so I went for it on the first portage and I saw on the first turn they
wouldn’t be going with me,’ Andersson said.
‘Usually I train two to four times a day so I’m sure I can manage one
race a day.’
Csepe broke away on the final lap to finish second with Mackenzie
taking third.
The men’s final saw a breakaway group of six for most of the 26.2
kilometre race and a final sprint between Denmark’s Philip Knudsen
and South African pair Hamish Lovemore and Ulvard Hart.
Lovemore overtook Knudsen with around 200 metres to go and held
on to take the title. Earlier in the month a careless error in the final
of the men’s U23 5,000 metre canoe sprint final cost Lovemore any
chance of gold, making him more determined in Ponte de Lima.
‘It’s amazing. I’ve had some tough races leading up to this; the sprint
didn’t go my way so I was really motivated for here,’ Lovemore said.
‘It’s tough racing your friends. I’ve been training marathon all my
life with Hank (McGregor) as my mentor so I had my tactics going
into this race. We’ve got a really good team back home and we’re really
motivated for marathon.’
Duro had finished second in Thursday’s open short marathon but
went one better on Friday in the under 23 long distance race.
‘This was the first time that I’ve done two races in two days so I was
very nervous because I didn’t know if I could do well today,’ Duro said
‘but this morning I felt very good, I felt rested and the race for me was
very comfortable. I didn’t spend a lot of energy in the first half which
was good for me because the race was very long.’
Hungary’s Sebestyen Simon finished more than one minute behind in
second while another Spaniard, Diego Pineiro, took the bronze.
It was a Hungarian quinella in the junior men’s C2 with Szegi and
Soltesz finishing 15 seconds ahead of Mihaly Pluzsik and Tamas Szollosi.
Spain’s Izan Velasco and Daniel Infantes finished third.
Molnar and Jozsa took Hungary’s second gold for the day, beating
South Africa’s Saskia and Valma Hockly with Spain’s Lidia Zornoza and
Alba Esteban taking the bronze.
South Africa’s Andrew Birkett won one of the greatest men’s
marathon finals and Liudmyla Babak and Hungary’s Vanda Kiszli
bounced back to underline their standings as the greatest paddlers of the
modern era on a dramatic day of canoe racing.
Birkett repeated the barnstorming finish he produced at this year’s
World Games to win his second world title, this time hauling in
Portugal’s Jose Ramalho and withstanding the finish of two time world
champion Mads Pedersen to add the 2022 title to the crown he won in
2018.
Birkett looked to have been left behind after the second race portage
but fought his way back to join a leading pack of six paddlers.
‘I don’t know what to say; there is so much depth in the level of
racing. It’s so strong,’ Birkett said.
‘The whole way today I was just trying to stay in contact. I thought
a podium would be great. I would have settled for fifth. I’m just so
amazed.
‘Everybody goes through stages in a race where they don’t feel great
and make small mistakes; you just have to hang in there and try and
catch up.’
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